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1 Introduction

The initial step of any software engineering methodology is to form requirements gov-
erning the operation of the system to be developed. Recently, it has been argued that
a goal-oriented approach to requirements engineering is advantageous (van Lamsweerde,
2001). Such an approach forms system goals based on initial functional and non-functional
directives, and then elaborates and refines these goals until they have been broken down
into goals that can be achieved by single agentsa, forming the requirements specifications.
The advantages of goal-oriented requirements engineering are that using goals provides a
means of incorporating non-functional goals (through the use of soft-goals) (Mylopolous
et al., 1999), facilitates requirement conflict detection and resolution (van Lamsweerde,
2001), and aids in eliciting further goals, either by means-end reasoning (asking how/why
questions) (van Lamsweerde, 2001) or by using scenarios to help identify implicit goals
(Liu and Yu, 2001; Rolland et al., 1998). By ensuring that the requirements specifications
achieve all high-level goals, a goal-oriented approach also allows for “a precise criterion for
sufficient completeness of a requirements specification” (van Lamsweerde, 2001). These
techniques are most evident in formal goal frameworks such as KAOS (van Lamsweerde,
2001) and i* (Yu, 1997).

Several currently proposed agent methodologies, such as Tropos (Bresciani et al., 2003),
Prometheus (Padgham and Winikoff, 2004), and MaSE (DeLoach, 2001), utilise ideas from
goal-oriented requirements engineering, forming system goals in their initial phases as a
base for deriving and elaborating agents. However, beyond the initial phases of require-
ments, the goal-oriented focus of these methodologies dissipates and does not progress
into the detailed design phase where agent internals are fleshed out. None of the current
agent-oriented software engineering methodologies support an entirely goal-oriented pro-
cess from requirements to implementation. Although some agent-oriented methodologies
use ideas from goal-oriented requirements engineering, these are used exclusively in the
earlier phases of the methodologies. For example, Prometheus uses limited means-end rea-
soning (“how” questions) and scenarios, while Tropos, being based on the i* framework,
uses means-end reasoning, together with contribution analysis (determining whether goals
have a positive or negative affect on another goal) and AND/OR decomposition to refine
the system’s goal structure (Giunchiglia et al., 2002).

Given that goals are prevalent at both the start and end points of agent design, there
appears to be an opportunity to develop a methodology that is goal-oriented throughout all
phases. Such a methodology should lead to better agent system designs and implementa-
tions by providing an easier design process for agent developers that more strongly guides
later design stages and makes decisions more intuitive, e.g. what plans an agent should
have. In this paper we present a refinement of the Prometheus methodology that is more
goal-oriented in its design phases, and evaluate the refined methodology by designing a
small agent system using both the goal-oriented and original methodologies, examining
the differences between the resulting designs as well as designer feedback.

There is already much work on using goals to form and refine requirements specifica-
tions (Mylopolous et al., 1999; Yu and Mylopoulos, 1998) as well as transitioning from
requirements to architectural design (van Lamsweerde, 2001; Brandozzi and Perry, 2001;
Liu and Yu, 2001; van Lamsweerde, 2003; Darimont et al., 1998). However, very little
literature exists on the transition to a more detailed design phase where the internals of

aThe definition of agent in this context differs from the agent-oriented context. Here, an agent is simply an
“active component” that has a “choice of behaviour” (van Lamsweerde, 2001)
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agents are elaborated.
The focus of this paper is on refining Prometheus’ design phases. In particular, we do

not look at an early requirements phase because there is already work on agent method-
ologies with early requirements phases (e.g. Tropos). Also, we do not focus on imple-
mentation in this paper: the focus is rather on retaining a goal-focus when moving from a
goal-oriented requirements phase (“system specification”) to architectural design and de-
tailed design.

This paper is structured as follows. We begin by reviewing the Prometheus methodol-
ogy (section 2) then, in section 3, present our refinements to the methodology that make it
more goal-oriented. Section 4 described an initial evaluation of the refined methodology,
and we then conclude in section 5.

2 The Prometheus Methodology
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Figure 1 The Prometheus Methodology (Padgham and Winikoff, 2004, page 24)

Prometheus (Padgham and Winikoff, 2004) is an agent-oriented software engineering
methodology. It is intended for use in developing any type of agent, although the final
detailed design phase targets agent platforms that utilise plans, such as BDI platforms.
Prometheus consists of phases for system specification, architectural design, and detailed
design, with each phase adding system entities and design artefacts. All entities feature a
descriptor, containing a name, description and other fields of information pertinent to the
entity type (e.g. a trigger for a plan, sub-goals for a goal). Prometheus is intended to be a
pragmatic methodology that can be used by software engineers, and hence a strong focus
is placed on the existence of tool support (Padgham et al., 2005).
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Figure 1 shows the phases together with resultant artefacts. Although the description
is linear, the intention is that the phases of the methodology be applied iteratively. The de-
scription in this section is necessarily brief, for more details see (Padgham and Winikoff,
2004). Note that the description in this paper corresponds to the version of Prometheus
that was used, and is what was described by Padgham and Winikoff (2004). Prometheus
has changed in a number of ways since the publication of the book, for example, (Pere-
pletchikov and Padgham, 2005) describes a refined system specification phase, and more
recently “functionalities” have been renamed to “roles”.

2.1 System specification

The system specification phase begins with the formation of goals. An initial list of
system goals, generally high-level, is identified based on the initial system description.
The developer then identifies sub-goals of each goal by considering how the goal can be
achieved. This results in a hierarchy of goals, which are then regrouped by similarity to
produce functionalities (“limited chunks of system behaviour”).

Use-case scenarios are formed in tandem with this goal refinement, illustrating the
steps required to achieve system goals, and possibly eliciting further goals. A use case
scenario includes a sequence of steps where each step is either a goal, a percept (incoming
information from the environment), an action, another scenario, or an “other” step (e.g.
waiting for an event). Every scenario step also lists data used and produced, as well as the
functionality involved. Figure 2 shows an example use case scenario. In this example we
have the following functionalities:

• Personal Planner (PP) which has the goals Update unavailable times, Consider ex-
isting unavailability rules, Notify user of meetings and Update available hours.

• Interaction Manager (IM) which has the goals Permeate meeting and Include essen-
tial members.

• Meeting Planner (MP) which has the goals Cancel meeting, Consider existing sched-
uled meetings and Schedule meeting.

• Rescheduler which has the goals Reschedule meeting, Consider meeting priority and
Avoid cascadaing reschedules.

Name: Scheduling a meeting
1. PERCEPT: New meeting (functionality: PP)
2. GOAL: Consider existing scheduled meetings (MP); Data used: Meetings
3. GOAL: Consider existing unavailability rules (PP)

Data used: Available hours, Unavailable times
4. GOAL: Permeate meeting (IM)
5. OTHER: wait for replies (IM)
6. GOAL: Include essential members (IM)
7. GOAL: Schedule meeting (MP); Data produced: Meetings
8. GOAL: Notify user of meetings (PP)
Key: PP = Personal Planner, IM = Interaction Manager, MP = Meeting Planner

Figure 2 A use case scenario
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The system specification phase also identifies the interface between the agent system
and its environment. This interface is specified in terms of how the agent system affects its
environment (“actions”) and what information the agent system receives from its environ-
ment (“percepts”).

2.2 Architectural design

This phase is concerned with forming the structure of the system. One of the most
important tasks of this phase is to identify the agent types required within the system. This
is done by grouping related functionalities into agent types in a way which attempts to
reduce coupling and enhance cohesion (Padgham and Winikoff, 2004, page 55). Func-
tionality names and descriptions aid in determining related functionalities, however the
primary influence in determining agent groupings is a data-coupling diagram.

A data-coupling diagram, shown in Figure 3, displays all functionalities and data within
the system. Data access from all functionalities can be inferred from scenarios, and is
depicted as arrows joining functionalities to data. An arrow from functionality to data
indicates data being produced (written), an arrow from data to functionality indicates data
being used (read), and a double-ended arrow indicates data both read and written.

From the resulting diagram, functionalities (depicted as rectangles) and data sources
(depicted as cylinders) are grouped together to form agents. The groups are determined by
“looking for clusters of functionalities around data” (Padgham and Winikoff, 2004, page
58). Data is generally grouped together with the functionalities that produce the data.
Functionalities that only use data may also be grouped with the data source if it reduces
coupling and cohesion is not compromised. For the diagram in Figure 3 one possible
grouping is to have one group (the “Meeting Manager” agent type) containing the three
functionalities on the left and the Meetings data source, and to have a second group (the
“Personal assistant” agent type) contain the Personal Planner functionality grouped with
the data that it both uses and produces, i.e. the remaining two data sources.

Figure 3 Data coupling diagram for a sample meeting scheduler system

Next, interaction diagrams are formed to capture messages sent and received between
the newly-formed agent types. Resembling conventional sequence diagrams, interaction
diagrams are usually formed from scenarios. The process for forming an interaction dia-
gram from a scenario involves firstly replacing functionalities with the agents that contain
these functionalities, and secondly creating messages between any two steps that are per-
formed by different agents. For example, given the scenario in Figure 2, step 1 is the
Personal Planner functionality, which has been assigned to the Personal Assistant agent,
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whereas step 2 is the Meeting Planner functionality which has been assigned to the Meet-
ing Manager agent. Thus there is a message between step 1 and step 2. On the other hand,
steps 4, 5, 6 and 7 are all done by functionalities that are contained in the Meeting Man-
ager agent, and so no messages are needed between these steps. The interaction diagram
resulting from the scenario in Figure 2 is in Figure 4.

Meeting Manager Personal Assistant

New meeting
Free times

Available times
Meeting time

Figure 4 Interaction diagram for a sample meeting scheduler system

Following on from interaction diagrams, interaction protocols use the Agent UML
(AUMLb) notation to precisely capture all possible agent interactions. Interaction proto-
cols are obtained by considering at each point in the interaction what alternative messages
might be sent. For example, in Figure 4 the Meeting Manager responds to the Available
times message with a Meeting time. However, it is also possible for the meeting scheduling
to fail, so an alternative message that could be sent at this point would be a No meeting
time message. Figure 5 shows an example AUML interaction protocol.

Meeting Manager Personal Assistant

New meeting

No free time

Free times

No available time

Available times

No meeting time

Meeting time

ALT

ALT

ALT

Schedule Meeting 

Figure 5 Interaction diagram for a sample meeting scheduler system

The overall structure of the system is captured using a system overview diagram. As
its name suggests, this diagram shows all agents of the system, linked to the protocols they

bhttp://www.auml.org
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take part in, data they read and write, percepts and messages they receive, and actions and
messages they perform/send.

2.3 Detailed design

Agents are progressively refined in terms of capabilities (nestable module-like con-
structs), internal events, data, and plans. Process diagrams (similar to UML activity dia-
grams, but including messages between agents) play a large role in determining what plans
are necessary, and provide details on what the plan does for the plan’s descriptor. These
details are captured in a plan’s procedure field.

3 Refining Prometheus

In our work we identified three areas of refinement that made Prometheus more goal-
oriented (see Figure 6):

1. The use of goal coupling diagrams instead, or in addition to, data coupling diagrams.

2. The modification of temporal design artefacts to include goals, and using these to
support systematic propagation of goals from system specification to detailed design.
We term this refinement “Goal Derivation”.

3. The introduction of additional consistency checks.
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Of these three refinements, the crucial one is the second, since it modified Prometheus
to retain goals when moving from system specification into design. The other two refine-
ments are less important. The first refinement attempts to make the system specification
phase more goal oriented, and, as we shall see, was not entirely successful. The third re-
finement doesn’t make the methodology any more or less goal oriented, instead it extends
Prometheus’ existing consistency checks, with additional consistency checks that are en-
abled by the second refinement.

3.1 Goal Coupling Diagram

As mentioned in section 2.2, the data-coupling diagram is the primary indicator of how
functionalities should be grouped. However, as its name suggests, this diagram focusses on
data and does not consider goals. Additionally, it provides no guidance for functionalities
that do not use system data. Both of these drawbacks can be resolved through the use of a
goal-coupling diagram.

A goal-coupling diagram (see Figure 8 for an example) consists of functionalities and
top-level goals, with lines linking goals with functionalities that contribute towards that
goal. The diagram is constructed by the designer firstly determining which goals should
be considered to be top-level. In the case of the meeting scheduler, the top-level goals are
Schedule meeting, Minimise clashes, Form ideal schedule and User interaction. Once top-
level goals have been determined, the designer then in turn considers each functionality
and determines towards which goals it makes a contribution. This is the most difficult step
of the process, since goal contribution is somewhat subjective.

The goal coupling diagram is used to assist the designer in allocating functionalities
to agents. Consequently we are interested in capturing the significant contributions that
functionalities make towards each top-level goals, not necessarily all the contributions that
functionalities make. Specifically, we do not consider the goals that a functionality has:
if we were to consider all of the goals that are assigned to a functionality then we would
obtain additional (weak) links. These additional links correspond to cases where a func-
tionality F has goal GS which is a sub-goal (or sub-sub-goal etc.) of a top-level goal GT ,
but where F does not make a significant contribution towards GT . For example, consider
the functionality Personal Planner. This functionality has as one of its goals Consider ex-
isting unavailability rules which is a sub-sub-goal of the top-level goal Form ideal schedule
(see figure 7). However, the functionality does not contribute significantly to this to-level
goal, and so this link should not be considered as a significant constraint in the process of
allocating functionalities to agents. Thus, in order to obtain a goal coupling diagram that is
useful, and uncluttered with weak links, we do not aim to obtain a goal coupling diagram
that shows all links, only the strong links. As discussed above, determining the strength of
links, and hence which links to include in a goal coupling diagram, is somewhat subjective.

Once the goal coupling diagram has been produced, the designer uses it to identify
possible groupings of functionalities into agent types. The existence of common goals that
are contributed towards by a number of functionalities is evidence that the functionalities
are related. On the other hand, the existence of some other goals that a functionality con-
tributes towards which are not in common with related functionalities provides evidence
that the functionality may not be related. For example, in Figure 8, the Meeting Plan-
ner, Interaction Manager, and Rescheduler all have a common goal (Schedule meeting)
which constitutes evidence for their being related, and suggests that the three functionali-
ties should be grouped together into an agent type. However, the Rescheduler functional-
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Figure 7 Goal Overview Diagram

Figure 8 Goal Coupling Diagram (design R2)

ity also has two other goals that it contribute towards which are not in common with the
Meeting Planner and Interaction Manager. The existence of these two other goals weak-
ens (“dilutes”) the evidence, suggesting that perhaps the designer should not group the
Rescheduler functionality with the other two related functionalities.

The use of a goal coupling diagram aims to maintain the methodology’s initial goal-
oriented focus throughout the crucial step of agent formation by using goals to help de-
termine agent groupings. Furthermore, since functionalities themselves are formed by
grouping goals, no functionality will lack goals, and hence no functionality will have no
goal contribution links. This ensures that a goal-coupling diagram provides guidance on
where a functionality belongs even if the functionality does not access any data.

The drawback of a goal-coupling diagram is the difficulty in forming it, owing to its
subjective nature. Deciding whether a functionality reads or writes data is a simple matter
of checking use-case scenarios, and is far more clear-cut than deciding whether a function-
ality contributes towards the achievement of a goal. The resulting diagram may also be
harder to interpret, since the links between functionalities and goals can resemble a web
rather than clearly discernible segments. The reliance on functionality and goal names also
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makes it crucial that the entities are carefully named.
The data-coupling diagram does not suffer from these shortcomings, and acts as a use-

ful crosscheck. Given the correlation between high cohesion and low coupling, the result-
ing agent groupings from a goal-coupling diagram should be consistent with the groupings
suggested by the data coupling diagram. Consequently, any major conflicts between the
groupings suggested by the goal coupling and data coupling diagrams may indicate possi-
ble incorrect functionality-goal linkages in the goal-coupling diagram. It therefore seems
sensible to use the data-coupling diagram in conjunction with the goal-coupling diagram,
rather than supplant the data-coupling diagram altogether. It is also necessary so as to en-
sure that low data coupling has been maintained, which, while no longer the main focus of
agent groupings, remains an important consideration.

3.2 Goal Derivation

Prometheus’ system specification phase has a strong focus on goals. However, as the
methodology proceeds into architectural design, the design focus alters from goals to mes-
sages and datac, and the development of agent internals is spurred by messages and data
rather than by goals. For example, interaction protocols define what messages are sent and
received between agents, and these messages spur the creation of process diagrams.

In fact, the current methodology actually discards goals when formulating interaction
diagrams from scenarios. Although agent descriptors do contain a listing of associated
goals, the temporal context of how and when goals are achieved in the context of agents
is lost. One manifestation of this loss of information is that it is hard to attribute goals
to plans. Unlike the agents or capabilities that contain them, plans are temporal entities.
Because of this, it is difficult to assign goals to plans working from only static information,
such as goal fields in descriptors. What is needed is a temporal context for goals, showing
how and when they are achieved.

Consequently, the logical approach to reasserting a goal-oriented focus in design is
to maintain the presence of goals in temporal design phase artefacts (namely interaction
diagrams, interaction protocols, and process diagrams). Since each temporal artefact is
derived from a previous artefact, this refinement, which we term “goal derivation”, supports
a systematic derivation. Goal steps in scenarios are used to derive when goals are achieved
in interaction diagrams, and consequently interaction protocols. In turn, these protocol
goals are used to derive process diagram goals, which in turn are used in deriving the goals
that a plan achieves.

The process for deriving interaction diagrams from use case scenarios is almost iden-
tical to that described by (Padgham and Winikoff, 2004, section 6.1): functionalities are
replaced with the corresponding agents, messages are inserted in between scenario steps
where needed and the result is expressed in the interaction diagram notation. The differ-
ence in our refined methodology is in the third step: we extend interaction diagrams to
include the goals and carry goals across from the use case scenario to the interaction di-
agram, where they are depicted as boxes on the agent’s time-line. Note that a goal step
in the use case scenario indicdates that a particular sub-goals is achieved. Thus, in the
interaction diagram (and protocol), the presence of a goal in between messages indicates
that the sub-goal is being achieved as part of the process of achieving the overall aim of
the interaction.

cA change in focus when moving towards detailed design is normal and to be expected: the problem is that
the focus on goals is lost, not that messages and data are used.
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The transition from interaction diagrams to interaction protocols involves considering
all possible alternatives, drawing on alternative scenarios and the variation field of use case
scenarios. Again, the key difference in our refinement is that goals are included in the
interaction protocol. Figure 9 shows an example interaction protocol including goals.

Meeting Manager Personal Assistant

New user meeting

Check for available time

Available time sent

Meeting outcome notification

Schedule user meeting

Consider existing scheduled meetings

Consider existing unavailability rules

Permeate meeting

<wait for replies>

Include essential members

Schedule meeting

Notify user of meeting

Figure 9 An interaction protocol with goals

Interaction protocols then form the basis for developing process diagrams. These di-
agrams provide a means of illustrating the sequence of activities an agent performs in
response to a trigger (message or percept). Generally, in developing process diagrams the
first received message in an interaction protocol, or percept in a scenario, is taken as the
process trigger. Any goals, actions, and percepts attributed to the agent’s functionalities
in the scenario are added to the process diagram in chronological order, as are messages
involving the agent from the interaction protocol. The addition of goals to interaction pro-
tocols aids in developing process diagrams by providing a common entity with scenarios
which makes it easier to determine the relative ordering of messages (in interaction proto-
cols) and the steps in use case scenarios. For example, the process diagram in figure 10 is
for the Meeting Manager agent and was developed from the interaction protocol in figure
9. In this case there are no actions in the corresponding use case scenario, so using the
refined methodology all of the information required is contained in the interaction proto-
col. If we were using the original Prometheus methodology then we would need to consult
the use case scenario in figure 2 in order to determine which goals should be included in
the process diagram. We would also need to determine the relative order of messages and
scenario steps.

When developing process diagrams from interaction protocols there are two interesting
situations that can occur. Firstly, in some situations a single protocol may be developed
into multiple process diagrams for a given agent. This occurs when the messages that are
handled are not viewed as being related from the agent’s perspective. For example, in
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New user meeting

Check for 
available time

Available time sent
Check existing 

Scheduled meetings

Meeting repliesPermeate meeting

Include essential 
members

Schedule meeting

Meeting outcome
notification

Figure 10 A Process Diagram

Figure 9 the process triggered by the message Meeting outcome notification is not seen by
the Personal Assistant agent as being related to earlier activities in the protocol. Secondly,
it is possible for a process diagram to be based on a scenario, rather than on an interaction
protocol. This occurs when a scenario is confined to a single agent, and thus no interaction
protocol is necessary. In this case the goal refinement has no effect, but using scenario
steps as process diagram activities ensures that process diagrams still contain goals.

Since process diagrams form the basis for plan bodies it is important to have process
diagrams that are detailed and which contain goals. An inability to form adequate process
diagrams leads to later difficulties in specifying the procedure field in a plan’s descriptor.
The ability to form detailed process diagrams is aided by the introduction of goals into
interaction protocols. Thus, the proposed refinement assists in the development of plans.
By maintaining the presence of goals throughout protocols and process diagrams, the issue
of determining plan sub-goals is addressed considerably. The sub-goals of the plan are
contained in the process diagram activities that the plan carries outd. Figure 10 shows how
a process diagram for scheduling a meeting forms the basis for two plans. It should be
clear that the sequence of steps contained in the plan body of each of the two plans can be

dWhere the designer has chosen not to develop a process diagram, perhaps because the process is straight-
forward, the plan procedure can be derived by examining the relevant interaction protocol for message and goal
information, and the relevant use case scenario for actions and percepts.
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derived directly from the process diagram.

3.3 Consistency checking

Consistency checking is already present in Prometheus, and implemented in the Prometheus
Design Tool (PDT) (Padgham et al., 2005). However, the derivation of goals across all arte-
facts introduces significant goal-related overlap between design artefacts resulting in po-
tential points of inconsistency. For example, a protocol may indicate that a goal is assigned
to a particular agent, whereas agent descriptors might indicate that the goal is assigned to a
different agent. We therefore propose additional consistency checking rules. These rules,
like the existing rules, assist the designer in detecting a range of errors and issues in the
design as it is being developed and modified.

We have identified thirteen rules (see Figure 11 for the rules). The first nine of these
are “vertical” with respect to Figure 1: they check for consistent usage of goals between
design artefacts that are derived from each other, for example between functionalities and
agents. The remaining four rules are “horizontal”: they check for consistency between
independent design artefacts at the same level, for example between protocols and agent
descriptors.

Rules 1-3 ensure that a goal follows down from functionalities to agents, to capabilities,
and finally to plans. These rules prevent goals from being “lost” throughout development.
Rule 4 is a simple check that the designer has not accidentally assigned the goal to multiple
entities. Rules 5 and 6 are derived by inverting rules 1-3.

Whereas violations of rules 1-4 are flagged as errors, violating rules 5 or 6 only raises
warnings. These two rules may legitimately be violated if a developer discovers a new goal
in a later phase of development. If the goal is only added at the current point of the design,
the warning serves as a reminder that entities and artefacts from earlier phases should be
updated to reflect the change.

Like rules 1-3, rule 7 checks that goals are propagated downwards, from scenarios
to interaction diagrams/protocols. Rule 8 checks that goals in process diagrams can be
traced upwards to protocols or scenarios. Checking for a correct downward succession is
not feasible, since there is no guarantee that the designer has elected to complete every
process diagram. Rule 9 is obtained by inverting rule 7 and gives an “upward” check
from interaction protocols to scenarios. Violations of rules 7 and 8 are flagged as errors
but, since it is possible for a protocol to have goals that are not in the original scenario,
violations of rule 9 are merely warnings.

Note that rule 7 is only concerned with scenarios that lead to protocols. Scenarios that
are confined to a single agent (which is not usually the case) will not prompt creation of a
protocol, in which case rules 7 and 9 are not applicable.

Rules 10 and 11 prevent simple synchronisation mistakes, and ensure that changes
to scenarios or protocols are reflected in the descriptor of the relevant functionality or
agent. Rule 12 ensures that process diagrams are sufficiently detailed: the process diagram
containing a plan’s trigger is intended to portray the activities and goals of the plan, so a
goal that is not present in the process diagram indicates an incomplete process diagram.
Violations of these rules are considered to be errors. Finally, rule 13, which is an inversion
of rule 10, is a warning.

Inverting rule 11 does not yield a useful rule, since it is possible for an agent goal
to not be contained in any protocol. In this case, the goal should appear in a use-case
scenario, and a violation will be caught by either rule 10 or 13. Inverting rule 12 is also
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1. Functionality goals must be attributed to the agent which encompasses that function-
ality. (ERROR)

2. Agent goals must be attributed to a contained capability or plan. (ERROR)

3. Capability goals must be attributed to a contained capability or plan. (ERROR)

4. Goals must be uniquely assigned among agents and functionalities. (ERROR)

5. An agent goal should be assigned to one of the agent’s functionalities. (WARNING)

6. A capability or plan goal should be assigned to its containing agent (inverse of rule
2), or capability (inverse of rule 3). (WARNING)

7. Goals in scenarios should appear in derived interaction diagrams and interaction
protocols. (ERROR)

8. Goals in a process diagram should be attributed to the artefact that contains the
process trigger (protocol, or a scenario if no protocol exists). (ERROR)

9. Protocol goals should be attributed to a scenario that it is developed from. (WARN-
ING)

10. Goals attributed to a functionality in a scenario must be listed as goals in the func-
tionality’s descriptor. (ERROR)

11. Goals attributed to an agent in a protocol must be listed as goals in the agent’s de-
scriptor. (ERROR)

12. A process diagram containing a plan’s trigger (either an incoming message or a
percept) must also contain all of the plan’s goals. (ERROR)

13. Goals listed in an functionality’s descriptor should be achieved by the functionality
in a scenario. (WARNING)

Figure 11 Consistency Checking Rules
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Design Prometheus
Designer designation type
Author 1 R1* Goal-oriented
Author 1 O1 Original
Author 2 O2* Original
Author 2 R2* Goal-oriented
Participant 1 O3 Original
Participant 2 R3 Goal-oriented
Participant 3 R4 Goal-oriented

Table 1 Designs produced for evaluation

ineffective because Prometheus does not adequately track which plans are derived from
process diagrams.

4 Evaluation

The usability of the refined methodology and the extent to which the refinements im-
prove Prometheus were evaluated by having a number of participants design an agent sys-
tem using either the original version of Prometheus, the refined methodology, or both.

This evaluation was limited in scope, and thus did not allow for strong conclusions to
be drawn, or for statistical analyses to be performed. However, nonetheless, the evaluation
did demonstrate that the refinements were usable, and it did highlight issues with the goal-
coupling diagram, as well as provide preliminary evidence that the second refinement (goal
derivation) did constitute an improvement to Prometheus.

Participants were given a completed system specificatione for a meeting scheduling
system, and were asked to complete a design. Table 1 summarises which methodology was
used by the different participants. The participants “Author 1” and “Author 2” are the two
authors of this paper. We use “O” and “R” to denote designs done with the “original” and
“refined” methodologies. An asterisk indicates that the uncorrected system specification
was used (explained below).

The three participants were all familiar with agents and with Prometheus. One of
the participants was one of the creators of Prometheus, the other two were post-graduate
students who were working in the area of agent oriented software engineering.

The meeting scheduling application had been used in 2003 as an assignment for an
undergraduate class on agent oriented programming and designf. It involved managing
a user’s diary and supporting the scheduling, rescheduling, and cancellation of meetings.
When (re)scheduling meetings it was possible for existing meetings to be moved in order
to create a time when all essential meeting participants were free.

The evaluation proceeded in two phases. In the first phase the two authors indepen-
dently completed their own designs using both methodologies. Author 1 used the refined
methodology first, whereas Author 2 used the original methodology first. Use of the re-
fined methodology uncovered some minor mistakes in the system specification, and these

eThe system specification phase is identical in the original and refined methodology, and providing a com-
pleted system specification saved time and helped make the designs more comparable.

fWe considered using student submissions for the evaluation, but the methodology used in 2003 was signifi-
cantly different from the current version of Prometheus (e.g. it lacked process diagrams).
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were corrected before the second phase. In the second phase three participants, all of
whom were familiar with the original Prometheus methodology, were asked to complete a
design, based on the provided system specification. Participants were also provided with
a description of the refined methodology (if relevant), a copy of the Prometheus Design
Toolg, a copy of the AUML protocol toolh, and details on what deliverables were required.
The participants selected for evaluating the refined methodology had also been informed
of the refinements in a prior presentation.

Ideally, we hoped that each participant could finish two complete designs (one with
each version of the methodology). However, this turned out to require too much time, and
so each participant was only asked for a single design using their designated methodology,
and was advised to focus their attention on agents and capabilities that were of moder-
ate complexity in the detailed design phase. Unfortunately, even with the added design
constraints only one of the three non-author participants submitted a relatively complete
design (O3).

Designs R3 and R4 extended the design base into architectural design, completing goal
coupling diagrams (although only R3 contained a completed data coupling diagram) and
forming agents. Design R3 included only a single protocol and process diagram. Design
R4 included two process diagrams but no protocols, instead including three interaction
diagrams. Some attempt at completing agent descriptors was made for design R3, while
R4 did feature any complete descriptors. Neither design extended into detailed design
beyond creating process diagrams, so plans were not included.

From the cross-checking errors and warnings reported by PDT, it does not appear that
the automated consistency checking was used by any of the participants. Also, from mis-
takes in the designs themselves, it does not appear that manual consistency checking was
performed in designs R3 and R4.

Despite the incompleteness of submitted designs the resulting designs still allow for a
reasonably detailed analysis of the goal-oriented methodology in comparison to Prometheus
in its original form.

4.1 Goal Coupling Diagram Evaluation

The difficulties in creating a goal coupling diagram boil down to the issue of deciding
whether a functionality contributes to a given goal. The three participants used different
approaches to determining this, with different results. The designer of R4 determined con-
tribution on an abstract level, considering all that was necessary for a goal to be achieved,
and then decided whether a functionality was involved in any of these activities. The prob-
lem with this approach is that most functionalities make some contribution towards the
achievement of a given goal, even if it is only minor. For example, all functionalities con-
tribute in some way to the goal Schedule meeting. When the designer realised this issue
they switched to only considering what was “immediately” necessary for the achievement
of a goal, which resulted in fewer links. However, even after being constrained to immedi-
ate goals, design R4 still contained nine links in its goal coupling diagram, the highest of
all four designs. The designer of R2 looked for textual overlap in the names and descrip-
tions, whereas for R3 the designer appeared to only consider entity names and did not use
descriptions. The latter approach lead to obvious mistakes in R3.

ghttp://www.cs.rmit.edu.au/agents/pdt
hhttp://www.cs.rmit.edu.au/∼winikoff/auml
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R1 R2 R3 R4
R1 (7 links total) - 5 4 4
R2 (6 links total) 5 - 5 4
R3 (7 links total) 4 5 - 4
R4 (9 links total) 4 4 4 -

R1 R2 R3 R4
R1 (4 links) - 2 1 2
R2 (3 links) 2 - 2 2
R3 (4 links) 1 2 - 2
R4 (6 links) 2 2 2 -

Table 2 Common linkages in goal coupling diagrams

Despite these difficulties, the goal coupling diagram proved quite robust. This was
assessed by looking at the degree of commonality between the different designs. Table 2
summarises how many of the links were common between the goal coupling diagrams of
difference designs. Each cell contains the number of links in the row’s design that were
also in the column’s design. The bottom table is the same as the top, but excludes links to
the most-linked goal (Schedule Meeting). Table 2 (top), reveals that the diagrams shared
approximately half their linkages. R1 and R2 bore the closest similarities, differing in only
one functionality’s linkages. R2 and R3 were also very similar, while R1 and R3 were less
closely related but still similar nonetheless. R4 contained many of the linkages from the
other three designs, however this was due in large part to the high total number of links
contained in the diagram.

While this result appears to support the robustness of goal coupling, it bears consider-
ation that one of the four top-level goals, ‘Schedule meetings’, contains a large portion of
the links for each diagram. The goal contribution for ‘Schedule meetings’ also appeared
to be easier to decide, as all designs shared at least two common linkages for this goal. In
order to check if this was the case, and to determine the similarity for the remainder of the
diagram, the diagrams were recounted after excluding linkages to the ‘Schedule meetings’
goal. The results in Table 2 (bottom) confirm that R1 and R2 are similar, as are R2 and R3,
however R1 and R3 appear to far less related overall.

Despite the differences between the designs, the four diagrams generally implied the
same agent groupings. Considering the relatively small size of the project, the functionali-
ties could only be sensibly arranged into three groupings, however a critical test of the goal
coupling diagram was that it did not imply unfeasible or nonsensical groupings. In this
respect the diagram was almost entirely successful: the implied groupings in designs R1
and R2 were feasible, while the groupings implied by R4 matched those of the (corrected)
data coupling diagram. Design R3’s goal coupling diagram (Figure 13) did not imply any
groupings, however removing one clearly erroneous linkage altered the diagram to clearly
imply the groupings of R1 and R2. Neither of these two groupings conflicted with the
data coupling diagram, although for design R2 the chosen groupings appeared to conflict
slightly with the goal coupling diagram. The agent grouping suggested by goal coupling
was the same as in R1, however the designer somewhat ignored this in favour of the same
groupings used in R3 and R4i. The design base used by the designer did contain mistakes
in the initial scenarios (fixed before being given to participants), and the changed data cou-
pling appeared to be a factor in the decision, with the designer citing better cohesion and

iRecall that R2 was completed before R3 and R4
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coupling.
As expected, the data coupling and goal coupling diagrams proved complementary.

While unintended, the design base’s scenarios led to a data coupling diagram where the
‘Interaction Manager’ functionality did not access any data. As a result, the data coupling
diagram offered no information on the placement of this functionality.

By contrast R2’s goal coupling diagram (Figure 8) clearly indicated that ‘Interaction
Manager’ belonged with ‘Meeting Planner’. The goal coupling diagrams in R3 and R4
contained erroneous links that weakened functionality relationships, so no clear grouping
was implied for this functionality.

The data coupling diagram also served to clarify ambiguous groupings in the goal cou-
pling diagram, by either reinforcing or diminishing weak or diluted relationships. In the
case of R4 (Figure 14) a weak relationship between ‘Personal Planner’ and other function-
alities in the goal coupling diagram did not clearly indicate its placement, while the data
coupling diagram (Figure 3) clearly indicated that the functionality belonged in a separate
agent.

Figure 12 Goal coupling diagram for design R1

Figure 13 Goal coupling diagram for design R3

Overall, the goal coupling diagram refinement produced mixed results. In its favour, the
diagram proved a useful complement to the data coupling diagram, sometimes providing
agent grouping suggestions when a data coupling diagram could not. The goal grouping
diagram was also unaffected by errors in scenario modelling, provided that functionalities
were correctly assigned goals in their descriptors. Opposing these benefits is the diagram’s
difficulty: even when following the stated guidelines, determining goal contribution link-
ages could be difficult. When guidelines were not followed determining linkages became
even more difficult and the resulting diagram far less beneficial.
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Figure 14 Goal coupling diagram for design R4

4.2 Goal Derivation Evaluation

At the protocol level, goal derivation indeed proved easy to do, as expected. Goals were
simply kept from scenarios, and resulted in a marked improvement in readability. R1 and
R2’s protocols were much easier to follow than O1 and O2’s, as were R3’s protocols and
R4’s interaction diagrams. The protocols in O3 were on par with R1-R4 for readability,
although this was achieved by annotating the protocol with actions.

From the overall feedback it was clear that creating process diagrams posed great diffi-
culties for all designers, and the resulting designs substantiated thisj. Design O2 included
simple process diagrams that only contained messages sent and received from the interac-
tion protocols, however it was reported that this diminished plan body detail. Design O3’s
process diagrams were comparable to R1 in detail, however the participant remarked that
“creating the process diagrams and plan bodies were somewhat unguided” and “there was
a lot of uncertainity (sic) for me when I was deciding what activity to put inbetween (sic)
messages”. As the methodology did not provide much assistance, the participant instead
added activities by considering what internal processing the agent must do before sending
and receiving messages.

These comments were echoed by the designer of R4, who also found the notation
inadequate. Despite using the refined methodology, designer R4 also commented that
prior artefacts did not provide enough information for creating process diagrams. This
was unanticipated, however it appears that the participant relied solely on their interaction
diagrams without interleaving with scenarios. That, coupled with the design’s lack of
interaction protocols, may have been the cause of this.

On the other hand, although design R2 did not contain process diagrams, plan bodies
were noted as being easier to complete than in O2, due to the presence of goals in protocols.

While R1’s and R2’s process diagrams benefited from goal derivation, R3’s process
diagram (Figure 16) appeared to amalgamate the activities of two agents and was mostly
incorrect according to the originating protocol (Figure 15). Given that the mistakes were
fairly rudimentary, it is assumed that they were due to time shortage (as was noted by
the participant) and inattentiveness, rather than difficulty in following the refinement. No
feedback was given on the difficulty of forming process diagrams.

jThis is not too surprising, since little guidance is given on how to derive the activities within a process dia-
gram (Padgham and Winikoff, 2004, section 8.3). Indeed, the process diagrams given by Padgham and Winikoff
in their sample electronic book store project contain activities that do not correspond to any entity within the
project.
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At the plan level there are two (related) issues to consider: the development of plan
bodies, and the assignment of goals to plansk. Goal derivation offers no direct assistance in
forming plan bodies, since a plan body is largely based on a given process diagram. How-
ever, goal derivation does offer indirect assistance by making it easier to develop detailed
process diagrams with goals. Regardless of the methodology used, when detailed process
diagrams were available (as was the case with O1 and O3) plan bodies were not hard to
complete.

In terms of assigning goals to plans it appears that the goal derivation refinement made
it easier to assign goals. Although design O1 did assign goals adequately, this was far
more difficult than with R1, as the designer had to consult scenarios in conjunction with
process diagrams and protocols. Design O3 did not assign goals to agents, capabilities
or plans, but the agent and capability goals were easily inferred and the participant later
provided their assignment of plan goals. However, after checking with the design, it was
apparent that some of the plan goals were incorrectly assigned: some goals belonged in
different capabilities and even different agents. While not conclusive, this does suggest
that the existing methodology does not strongly trace the assignment of goals as the design
progresses to prevent these types of mistakes.

In general, goal derivation appeared to be a positive refinement. Goal-oriented inter-
action diagrams and protocols proved easy to produce, goal-oriented interaction protocols
were often clearer to read, process diagrams were easier to produce, and consequently
developing plan bodies was easier. There was also some indication that goal derivation
translated into easier and more correct assignment of plan goals, however this cannot be
confirmed since many of the designs did not reach the plan level.

4.3 Consistency Checking Evaluation

Of the four designs using the goal-oriented methodology, only R1 appeared to use
the methodology’s consistency checking. As mentioned earlier, R2 did not make use of
automated checking because the version of PDT used did not support it. Even so, the fact
that mistakes in the original design base (detected in R1) were not detected suggested that
the designer did not perform manual consistency checking either (which was confirmed by
the designer).

R1 was improved by consistency checking on several occasions. Manually checking
for rule 10 violations uncovered mistakes in the scenarios, where goals were being achieved
by functionalities that were not originally assigned the goal. Since the goal steps in the
scenario detailed when data was used or produced, incorrect assignment of functionality
goals also led to an incorrect data coupling diagram.

The participants’ designs also contained errors that would have been caught with con-
sistency checking. The different naming of goals in R4’s process diagram would have
flagged errors due to rule 8. R3’s process diagram (Figure 16) would have triggered the
same error, for its inclusion of the unknown goal ‘Get curr mtgs’. Similarly, an error would
have been flagged for the goal ‘Note failed time’, which appears in the meeting scheduling
protocol (Figure 15) but not in the originating scenario, nor anywhere else in the design.

Two more subtle errors in R3’s process diagram identified limitations in the consistency
checking rules. When viewed together with the originating protocol, it is apparent that

kEvaluating this only involved designs O1-O3 and R1-R2, since R3 and R4 did not complete the detailed
design phase.
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Personal Assistant Scheduler Negotiator 

pers. avail. req.

pers. avail.

meeting request

meeting arranged

meeting confirmed

meeting failed

meeting failed

alt

loop

Schedule New Meeting

consider existing meetings

consider unavail rules

determine best time

permeate meeting

include essential members

add new meeting to DB

note failed time

Figure 15 Interaction protocol included in design R3

the process diagram does not achieve the goal ‘Consider unavailability rules’ listed in the
protocol, and that the goal ‘Determine best time’ is not achieved by the Personal Assistant,
but rather by the Scheduler agent. Neither of these errors are caught by the consistency
checking. Rectifying these limitations is possible by adding a rule similar to rule 7 and
strengthening rule 8:

• A process diagram derived from a given protocol must contain every goal contained
within the relevant section of the protocol.

• Goals in a process diagram should be attributed to the same agent in the artefact that
contains the process trigger.

For the first rule, “relevant section” refers to the section of the protocol that the process
diagram is detailing. This can be simply determined by considering the portion of the
protocol from the process diagram’s trigger to its final activity. If the final activity is the
last message in the protocol, the end of the agent’s timeline in the protocol should be taken
as the end point. Doing so catches any missed goals after the final message, as is the case
with ‘Note failed time’ in Figure 15. For the second rule, if the originating artefact was a
scenario the designer (or tool, if performed automatically) would have to check what agent
the functionality was grouped into.
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New mtg

Get curr
mtgs

Determine
Best time

Pers avail.
Req.

Pers avail.

Notify
user

Mtg failed

Mtg booked

Figure 16 Process diagram for the Personal Assistant agent included in design R3 (derived from
the protocol in Figure 15)

After examining the four goal-oriented designs, it becomes apparent the difference
that consistency checking can make. In the cases of R3 and R4, consistency checking
would have alerted the designer to errors in their process diagrams, rectifying the problem
before plans were created. In the case of R2, consistency checking would have alerted the
designer to scenario errors, caught in R1. This would have resolved conflicts between the
goal coupling and data coupling diagrams and possibly lead to different agent groupings.

5 Conclusion

Although a number of agent-oriented software engineering methodologies have adopted
ideas from goal-oriented requirements engineering, none carry the focus on goals forwards
into design and detailed design. Since goals also feature at the end point of agent design
— because agents are proactive — it seems sensible to try and retain the focus on goals
from requirements, through design, to implementation.

We refined Prometheus to have a stronger focus on goals in the design process by:

1. Adding a goal coupling diagram.

2. Refining the derivation of interaction diagrams and interaction protocols to include
goals.

3. Defining additional consistency checking rules.

These refinements were evaluated through a small case study which was limited in
scope, but nonetheless provided evidence which led us to conclude that:

• There were issues in determining the contribution of functionalities to goals.

• Despite these issues, the goal coupling diagrams were somewhat robust in that they
had many common linkages across designs and generally implied the same agent
groupings.

• Goal derivation proved easy to do, and was beneficial, assisting in the formation of
process diagrams, and hence in correctly attributing goals to plans and defining plan
bodies.
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• The additional consistency checking rules were useful: they were not used by most
designers, but would have detected a wide range of errors and issues had they been
used.

We therefore proposed that, due to issues in determining the contributions of function-
alities, the goal coupling diagrams should be used in conjunction with the existing data
coupling diagram, instead of replacing it. On the more positive side, the goal derivation
refinement appeared to be successful in making the design process more goal-oriented, and
easier.

Although the Prometheus Design Tool (PDT) was extended to support the goal cou-
pling diagram (see Figure 17), future work remains to extend the PDT to support interac-
tion diagrams, interaction protocols and process diagrams. It is also important to extend it
to support all of the new consistency rules identified.

Figure 17 A Goal Coupling Diagram in the extended PDT. The navigation panes have been
collapsed for space.

Another area of future work is to extend the evaluation: the evaluation performed,
although useful, was small in scale and did not allow for statistical analyses to be carried
out, or for strong conclusions to be drawn. More conclusive information on the usefulness
of the refined methodology could be obtained after a more extensive evaluation involving
larger-scale testing, both in sample size and system size.
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